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2. Emitter into graphite body.
3. 2/3+4 M12.13 by 0.001 glide. Non-threaded.
4. GLY not tapped.
5. 2/3+4 M12.13 by 0.001 glide. Non-threaded.
6. GLY not tapped.
7. 2/3+4 M12.13 by 0.001 glide. Non-threaded.
8. GLY not tapped.

For filament power lead (2x):
- In line power coupler shown.
- Determined during assembly.
- Hook up details to be determined during assembly.

Common to filament only.
- 2x 0.034 SST standard filament legs
- 4x set screws for filament leads
- Boro Nitride Insulator
- To rear heat pack
- To rear heat pack
- Shield pack
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- GLY not tapped
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